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ABSTRACT 
We give two enumeration theorems in singular symplectic geometry. Then, taking 
the subspaces of type (l,O, 0) as the set of treatments, we construct a class of 
association schemes and PBIB designs with three associate classes and calculate their 
parameters. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Much work has been done constructing PBIB designs using some sub- 
spaces of finite (symplectic, unitary or orthogonal) geometry, e.g. [l, 3, 41. 
However, this work was done for nonsingular spaces. Recently, Professor 
Wan Zhexian systematically discussed transitivity theorems and enumeration 
theorems for finite singular spaces [2]. Inspired by that paper, we obtain 
more general results by constructing PBIB designs using subspaces of a finite 
singular space. 
We begin our discussion with singular symplectic geometry. 
Let Fq be a finite field with q elements, and 
K= [ _;,., I;)] 
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a 2 v X 2 LJ matrix over Fq, v > 1. Let 1 be a nonnegative integer number and 
KezK O 
[ 1 0 0’“’ . 
Let V,,+,(F,) be th 
(row vectors). Let 
e vector space over Fq consisting of all 2v + Z-tuples 
(i) 
e#=(O ,..., 0, 1,O ,..., 0), l<i<2v+l. 
The set of them is a basis of V,,+,(F,). We define 
(x,y) = x&y’ 
for two vectors x = (xi,. ., xzv+l) and y = (yi,. . . , y2v+l) in V,,+,(F 1, 
where y ’ denotes the transpose of y. Thus, V2y+1( Fq> becomes a singmar 
symplectic space with respect to this singular alternate form. Clearly, its 
radical is 
E = i Fqe2v+i. 
i=l 
In V,,, 1( Fq ), an m-dimensional subspace P [the m x (2~ + 2) matrix 
representing the subspace P will also be denoted by P] is called a subspace 
of type (m, s) if 
(1) PK, P ’ is congruent to 
0 I’“’ 0 
M(m, s) = [ -I(“) 0 0 1 , 
0 0 o(m-2s) 
and is called a subspace of type (m, s, k) if it is of type (m, s> and it satisfies 
(2) dim(P I’J E) = k. 
M(m, s, k; 2 Y + 1, v) represents the set of all subspaces of type (m, s, k) 
in V2,+l(Fq). 
Let Sp2,+1(F,) P re resent the group consisting of all (2 v + 1) X (2 Y + 1) 
nonsingular matrices T over F, which satisfy T&T’ = K, [a subgroup of 
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GL ,,+,(F,)]. It is called the extended symplectic group of degree 2v + 2. 
Every element T of SP,,+~ (F,) has the following form: 
T,, T,2 2v 
T= () I 1 T 1 22 
2v 1 
where T,, KT;, = K, Tz2 E GL,(F,), and I’,, is a 2v X t? matrix. From [l] or 
[2], we know that 
sp2,+l,.(Fq): 1 = tfi ($i - I$ (qi - l)qy8+2y~+l(l-r)/2 
and by the transitivity theorem [2], M(m, s, k; 2 v + I, v> is a transitive set 
under the action of SP,,+,(F,). In this paper, we will first prove two 
enumeration theorems, and then we construct an association scheme with 
three associate classes using the subspaces of type (IO, 0) as the treatments. 
2. TWO ENUMERATION THEOREMS 
Let N(m, s, k; 2v + 1, v) denote the number of subspaces of type 
(m, s, k) in the singular symplectic space V,,+,(F,), and N(m, s; 2u + I, v> 
the number of spaces of type (m, s) in V,,+,(F,). Then, from [l] or [2], we 
know 
N(m, s, k;2v + 1, v) = 
(42i - ‘)z=z~+l(Yi - 1) 
i~v+3-mfk+:)L_k_2S 




midl, m - 2s) 
N(m, s;2v + 1, u) = c N(m,s,k;2v+l,v). (2) 
k=max(O, - v-s+m) 
( 
In this section, we will calculate the number of subspaces of type 
m,, sl, k,) contained in a given subspace of type Cm, s, k). Before our 
discussion, we shall first prove a lemma 
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LEMMA. Let (m, s) be the type of a subspace of the singular symplectic 
space V, ,,+ I( Fq ). Then the number of m X (2 v + 1) matrices A of rank m 
over Fq satisfying 
AM(SV + 1, V) A’ = M( m, s) (3) 
is 
N(m, s;2v + E, V) * (SP~,~(F~): 1). 
Proof. An m X (2 v + I) matrix A of rank m satisfying (3) represents a 
subspace of type (m, s). So does A,. Thus, A, and A represent the same 
subspace if and only if there exists an m X m nonsingular matrix T such that 
A, = TA and T satisfies 
TM(m, s)T’ = M(m, s). 
That is, T E Sp,, s ( Fq). So the conclusion of the lemma is right. n 
Now, we take a subspace P of type (m, s, k). It is represented by a matrix 
P= ‘11 ‘12 m-k 
[ 1 0 Pzz k 
where rank P,, = m - k, rank Pzz = k, P,,ZCP;l = M(m - k, s), and 2s < 
m - k < v + s. Let Q be a subspace of type (m,, sl, k,) contained in P and 
represented by a matrix 
where rank Qii = m, - k,, rank Qz2 = k,, QllKQil = M(m, - k,, sl), and 
2s, < m, - k, < v + sl. Then Q is an ml-dimensional subspace of P. SO 
there exists an m, x m matrix R of rank ml such that Q = BP. We till 
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determine the form of R. Write R in the following form: 
From Q = RI’, we have 
Then CP,, = 0. Because I’,, is a (m - k) X 2~ matrix of rank m - k, we 
have C = 0. From rank( AAP,,) = m, - k,, we have rank(DP,,) = k,. Thus, 






M(m, - kl,sl) 0 
0 I o(b) ’ 
and Q = RP, we obtain the following: 
m-k,s) 0 
0 O’k’ 
Thus, we get that A satisfies the following relation: 
AM(m-k,s)A’=M(m,-k,,s,). (4) 
From the lemma, we know that the number of such (m, - k,) X (m - k) 
matrices A of rank ml - k, is 
N(m, - k,, sl;m - k,s) +'Pm,-kl,sl(Fq):l) 
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Since D is a k 1 X k matrix of rank k,, the number of D’s is 
n(k,, k) = i_k$ +, (cf - l)qk+1)‘2 
I 
Clearly, B is a (m, - k,) X k matrix, the number of B’s is qk”“lpk 1). From 
the above, we can see that the number of m, x m matrices R satisfying 
Q = RP is 
N(m, -A,, SI; m - k, 8) * (spn~~-k,,,~,(~q): 1) .n k,, k), qk(ml-kl). 
So, it is clear that the number of R’s is the same as the number of Q’S, Let 
represent the same subspace of type (ml, sr, k,) in P. Then there exists a 
nonsingular m, X ml matrix T such that S = TQ. From the space of S and 
Q, we know that T must have the following form: 
T= 
T,, T,z “1 k, 
[ 1 0 T,, ki 
ml - kl kl 
(5) 
where T,, and T,, are both nonsingular matrices. From S,,KS;, = M(m, - 
k,, sl) and S,, = T,,Q,,, we obtain that 
T,,M( m, - k,, sl)Til = M( m, - k,, sl>, 
i.e.. 
Then, the number of matrices T that take the form of (5) is 
So we have the following 
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THEOREM 1. Let P be a subspace of type Cm, s, k). The number of 
subspaces of type Cm,, sl, k,) contained in P is 
N(m,, sl; k,; m, s, k;2v + 1, v) 
N(m, - k,, sl; m - k, s)n( k,, k)q(k-klXml-kl) 
= 
(GLkl(Fq> : ‘) 
(6) 
(here 40, k) = 1). 
THEOREM 2. Let Q be a subspace of type (m,, sl, k,). We take 
N((m,, sl, k,),; m, s, k;2v + 1, v) as the number of subspaces of type 
(m, s, k) containing Q. Then we have the following: 
N((m,, sl; k,),; m, s, k;2v + I, v) 
N( m,, sl, k,; 2v + I, v) 
. (7) 
Proof. First of all, we notice that the above number is independent of 
the choice of Q, from the transitivity theorem. We consider the pair of 
subspaces (Q, P). Here Q is a subspace of type (ml, sl, k,), and P is a 
subspace of type Cm, s, k) and contains Q. We calculate the number of these 
pairs in two ways. 
First, ifwe fix P, then the choice of Q has N(m,, sl, k,; m, s, k; 2v + 1, v) 
possibilities. So the number of these pairs is 
Second, if we f?x Q, then the choice of P has N((m,, sl, k,),; m, s, k; 2v 
+ I, v) possibilities. So the number of these pairs is 
N((m,,s,;k,),;m,s,k;2v+Z,v)N(m,,s,,k,;2v+Z,v). 
Thus, we obtain the result of Theorem 2. n 
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3. CONSTRUCTION OF ASSOCIATION SCHEMES USING THE 
SUBSPACES OF TYPE (LO, 0) AS THE TREATMENTS 
We give two simple propositions. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let P,, P2 be two different subspaces of type (1, 0, 0). Zf 
( P,, P, ) f~ E # 0, then P,, P, are orthogonal. 
Proof. Let P, = (p,), Pz = (p2), where p,, p, E V,,+,(F,). Let P 
= ( p,, p2) be the subspace spanned by P, and P,, and P f~ E = (d), 
d E V,,+,(F,), d z 0. Thus, p, and d also span P. So let p, = ap, + bd. 
Since (pl, pl> = 0, (4 p1) = 0, we obtain ( p,, pl> = a( p,, pl> + b(d, pl) 
= 0, i.e., P, and P, are orthogonal. n 
PROPOSITION 2. Let P,, P,; Q1, Q2 be subspaces of type (LO, O), and 
dim((P,, P2) fl E) = dim((Q1, Qs> n E) = 1. 
Then there exists T E Sp,,,, (F,) such that Q1 = P,T and Q2 = P,T. 
Proof. Let Pi = (pi), Qi = (qi) (i = 1,2>. Let (P,, P2) n E = (u), 
(Q1, Q2> n E = (u), u # 0, v # 0. Let p2 = ap, + bu, q2 = a’ql + b’u. 
Clearly, none of a, b, a’, b’ is zero. Let h = a/a’, i.e., a = Aa’. We have 
Aq, = ha’q, + Ab’v = aq, + hb’v. We take w = hb’b-‘v E (u); then Aq, 
= aq, + bo. So (P,, P2) = ( p,, u) and (Q1, Q2> = (ql, w) satisfy the 
following: 
From the transitivity theorem [2], there exist T E SP,,+~( F,) such that 
i.e., q1 = p,T, w = UT. Furthermore, we obtain Q2 = P,T. n 
The definitions of association schemes and PBIB designs may be found 
in [l]. 
Now, we take the set of all subspaces of type (LO, 0) in the extended 
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symplectic geometry V, “+ l ( Fq> as the set of treatments. We define some 
relations in it. 
(1) P, and P, are said to be first associates of each other if they are 
nonorthogonal, and we denote that relation as {P,, Pa} = 1. 
(2) P, and Pz are said to be second associates of each other if they are 
orthogonal and ( P,, P, > n E = 0, and we denote that as {P,, Pz} = 2. 
(3) P, and P, are said to be third associates of each other if they are 
orthogonal and ( P,, Pz > IT E # 0, and we denote that as {P,, P2} = 3. 
From Propositions 1 and 2 and the transitivity theorem, we know that the 
extended symplectic group Spa ,,+ l (F,) acts transitively on the set of treat- 
ment pairs which are the same associates. So we obtain an association scheme 
with three associate classes. 
Let us calculate the parameters of this association scheme. According to 
the formula for N(m, s, k; 2v + 1, v) in (I), the number of the treatments of 
the association scheme is 
u= q1,0,0;2v+ 1, v) = 
(42y - w 
q-1 
Now, we will calculate the parameters ni (i = 1,2,3). We have the 
following 
LEMMA 1. We have 
n1 = 4 
2v+l- 1 
n2 = cc2 - w+l 
q-l ’ 
n3 = q1 - 1. 
Proof. We will calculate n, only. From the transitivity theorem, we can 
take 
P, =e, = (l,O,...,O); 
then n, is the number of subspaces of type (LO, 0) which are nonorthogonal 
with P,. Let 
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be a subspace of type (LO, O), nonorthogonal with P,. Because e,ZCeP,’ = 
u Vfl, we get u,+l # 0. So u,+~ has q - 1 choices. The other 2~ + 1 - 1 
components have q 2V+1- ’ choices. And the l-dimensional subspaces spanned 
by the vectors whose components u,+ r # 0 are all nonorthogonal with P, 
and have type (1, 0, 0). So we get 




We can also obtain n, and n3 in the same way. 
We now calculate the parameters pfk, i, j, k = 1,2,3. First, we calculate 
pt,: Let P, = e,, P2 = e,+l. We know t 6 at P, and P2 are first associates. Let 
P be a subspace of type (LO, 01, and be first associates with both P, and P,: 
Because P, and P are first associates, x,+ r # 0. Additionally, P and P, are 
first associates, and x1 # 0. Clearly, this kind of vector is not in E. So 
p;1 = (4 - WI - 1)92”+‘-2 
q-1 
= (q - qq2+2 n 
We can prove Lemma 2 in a similar way. 
LEMMA 2. The parameters of the association scheme are: 
pi1 = (q - l)q2”+‘-2, pi2 = (q2”-2 - l)ql, 
1 _ (92”-2 - $7” 
Pz - q-l ’ 
pTl = (q - l)q2”+‘-2, 
i 
4 2v-2 _ 1 
PZZ 2= - 2 
q-1 
1 ql, Pt = q2+1. 
Other parameters p$ can be obtained from the relations of the parame- 
ters of an association SC h eme. 
We deduce that: 
THEOREM 3. Let F4 be a finite field with q elements. Taking subspaces 
of type (1, 0,O) of 2 v + l-dimensional singular symplectic space over F4 as 
the treatments, we define the association relation for two difierent treatments 
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according to relation (11, (21, or (3) above. Thus, we obtain an association 
scheme with three associate classes. The parameter v of this association 
scheme is given by (8). The parameters ni and pjk are given by Lemma 1 and 
Lemma 2. 
We will construct a class of PBIB designs using the association scheme of 
Theorem 3. We have 
THEOREM 4. We take the association scheme of Theorem 3, and take the 
subspaces of type (m, s, k) as the set of blocks. We say that the treatment P is 
fixed in the block B qth e subspace B of type (m, s, k) contains the subspace 
P of type (l,O, 0). Th us we get a PBIB design with three associate classes, 
and the parameters of it are 
2v - 1 
v=N(1,0,0;2v+1,zJ) = 4 4 - 1 d 
b = N(m, s, k;2v + 1, v), 
k=N(l,O,O;m,s,k;2v+Z,v), 
A, = N( (2,1, O),; m,s,k;2v+Z,v), 
A, = N((2,0,0),; m,s,k;2vfl,v), 
A, = N( (2,0, l),; m,s,k;2v+Z,v). 
Proof. We obtain the above results from transitivity theorem and 
Theorem 2. n 
If we take the subspaces of (m, s, 0) (m > 2) as the blocks, we have 
COROLLARY. When we take the subspaces of (m, s, 0) as the blocks, the 
parameters of the PBlB design in Theorem 4 are the following: 
4 
21 - 1 
v= 4-141, 
b = N( m, s;2v)q”“, 
r= 
N(m, s;2v)N(l,O; m, s) (m_l)l 
4 
2v - 1 4 2 
9-l 
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k = N(l,O; m,s), 
A, = 




q&o; m, s>N(m, s; 2Y) (m_2)1 
N(2,0;2v) 
4 ’ 
A, = 0. 
Comparing the result with Theorem 7.2 in [l], we find that these 
parameters are those in [l] multiplied by some powers of q. But, when 1 = 0 
in the Corollary, its result happens to be the same as that of Theorem 7.2 in 
[ll. 
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